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DESCRIPTION 

 

          
Tired of washing your dishes by hand? Use these products with your commercial dishwashers. If you are lost, here is a 
guide to help you choose: 

Products that can be used with both high and low temperature machines: 
Dishwashing Detergent - A concentrated product that will clean all your dishes, your glassware as well as your pots and 
cooking pans. Also helps to eliminate scale deposits inside your machine. 
Chlorinated Dishwashing Detergent - An economical detergent specifically formulated for glassware and oil based 
stains. 
Hard Water Dishwashing Detergent - Your water comes from a well? Moving would be too complicated? This is our 
solution to clean your dishes and eliminate all that scale built up inside your machine. 
Rince Agent - A recipe for all your machines, even your dishwasher at home. Used to dry and eliminate any soap residue 
on your dishes. No need to wipe your glasses so you can enjoy doing more of the good things in life. 
Pre-Soak Liquid or Powder - Do you like seeing yourself clearly in your silverware? We do! Use this product to dislodge 
any difficult to remove food left overs. Simply soak your cutlery before passing through your dishwasher. 

Products to be used in low temperature machines: 
Sanitizer - Contains bleach to eliminate all those undesirable bacteria from your dishes. Just won't eliminate them from 
your life. 

Products for residential dishwashers.  
Dishwashing Powder - For those that want to control how much detergent to use in their dishwashers. 
Rinse Agent - A recipe for all your machines, even your dishwasher at home. Used to dry and eliminate any soap residue 
on your dishes. No need to wipe your glasses so you can enjoy doing more of the good things in life. 

DIRECTIONS 

Do you like seeing yourself clearly in your silverware? We do! Use this product to remove any food left overs. 
  
PSST… This product is dangerous so don't forget your gloves! 
Dilute 1-3 tablespoons per liter of hot water to remove food stains from utensils, pots and your other cooking tools. 
 
FOR USE IN FOOD PLANTS:  
Surfaces in direct contact with food must be rinsed with potable water after treatment with the product. 

ENVIRONMENT AND CERTIFICATION 

 
 Phosphate Free 
 Chlorine Free  
 CFIA (Supplier Letter of guarantee) 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Appearence: Liquid 
Colour: White 
Odour: Low 
Density: DND/DNA 
pH 100%: > 13.5 
pH 1%: > 13.5 
Solids (%): DND/DNA 
Solubility: Complete 
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